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I. INTRODUCTION 

The problem of construction of the bubble chamber of vertex de-· 
tector of high spatial resolution has arisen after the discovery 
of particles with very small lifetime r -J0-12 -J0-14s. To· 
detect the decay of such shortlived particles with high effici
ency the spatial resolution ~x must be set much smaller than 
the impact parameter B of the corresponding decay: 

~x << B = cr, (I) 

where "c" is the velocity of the light/11. For r -lo-13 s, we 
have B -30 ~tm and ~X- 5 lliD· Until very recently only the nuclear 
emulsion technique with observation through optical microscope 
met this condition. 

The depth of field attained by classical imaging optics for 
wave length !1. =0. 5 I!ID is equal to 

(~x)l! 
~z .. -- - 50 I'm (2) 

A 

and is very small relative to deyth of bubble chamber of vertex 
detector amounting to H=IO cm11 . To detect the events over the 
whole depth of the bubble chamber there has been used holography 
instead of classical photography/!!/. The first successful expe
riments with improved spatial resolution in the bubble chamber 
without the loss of.depth of field have been performed in 
CERN 131• The spatial resolution of 8 I!ID over the depth of field \ 
of 10 em in the small heavy liquid~-bubble chamber has been ob- ~ 
tained by means of the pulse holographic technique. The bubbles 
in tracks of 25 ILID in diameter have been recorded with spatial 
resolution up to 2 pm 141• In all these experiments the Gabor 
scheme /f>/ called "in-line holography" has been used. 

On the reconstruction stage the hologram is illuminated by 
coherent light from CW He-Ne laser, and the real reconstructed 
image of bubbles is viewed through optical microscope by eye 
or is displayed on the TV screen 13~ In both cases the objective 
of the optical microscope has been used with small depth of 
view (2). During acquisition stage all the information contained 
on hologram must be scanned slice by slice. The number.9.J: . .P.\1Ch 
slices is as much as 10 cm/50,um"'2 .JOf.,~~-~~ ... -"-~-. ·--····-~'-·. ;·:. ' 

-....;,·ct....,.,1:·t'\ ~-..~-.\ ... ~ · · '· • · 
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2. IMAGING OPTICS 

Let us treat the geometrical transformations which are 
performed by classical imaging optical system such as by a 
simple lens (Fig.J). In the geometrical optics approximation 
each point in the object space is transformed by lens into the 
point, which lies in the image space on the straight line 
going through the center of lens. The distance t 2 from the cen
ter of lens to the imaged point is determined by expression 

e-1 -1 ~ 1 
2 =· f _, t 1. • (3) 

where f is the focal length of lens and el is the distance 
from point to the center of lens. This transfromation is' t.he 
one-to-one for all points the coordinates of which met the 
inequalities: 

I z I > r 1 
(4) 

1~·1 < n, z 
I-Ll< n, z 

where 0 ,is the angular field of view of lens restricted by 
aberrations of lehs. 

The geometrical transformations, performed 'by simple lens, 
can be expressed as 

OD ~ OD, 

1D .. 1D .... ' (S) 
2D .. 2D, .... 
3D ~3D. 

Every point (zero-dimension space) goes into one point (zero
di~~nsion space). Every line, straight or curved' (dne~dimension 
martifold), is transformed into the corresponding line (one-dimen
sion manifold) in the image space. 'The convex or not-self-
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Fig. I. The formation of image of 
a point by means of lens JI in 'the 
geometrical optics approximation: 
I -'the ,object space, II - the 
image space, Pn - one of the 
points in th~ ~bfect ~pace, Pw ~ 
its image. The shaded region is 
that part of the whole space, the 
po,ints of which !Ire t.ransfoi\Ued 
by 'lenp without noticed aberra
tfons. 

shaded surface (.two-dimensional manifold) goes into the cor
responding. surface (two -di~ensional manifold). We cannot' de
tect,the manifold of imaged points which are not ·laying in 
one p'tane by means of detector such as photoplate. ·i 

Mutual- unambiguity of geometrical transformations 1 (S) is 
lost par,tially: or completely by: diffraction of light~ Due to 
finite value of wave length of the light each point from the 
object space is transformed by lens into the small 3D volume 
element in the image space. Its transversal dimensions are 

A --. l\x = l\·y 
a 

and longitudinal dimension is equal to 

l\z - A _...... 
a2 

with 

R 
tga "' a "" --, a < 1 , 

2f 

(6) 

(7) 

(~) 

and R is the radius of the lens. From (6) and ·(7) for l =const 
we get 

v ll.l\z "' l\x. (9) 

If the value of a"' R/2r· is dim:lnished such that the radius 
of diffraction spot would be equal to the rapius of lens, the 
lens can be removed without any remarkable deterioration of the 
image quality. Such an optical system is called a pinhole 
camera . . ' 

3. MESOOPTICS 

The imaging syste~ is called a mesooptical one if in the 
geometrical opt'ics approximation every po~fit of the 6bject 
space is transfotmed into the straight line of finite or infi
nite length in the image space. The geometrical transform~~ 
tions performed by meso9ptical imaging system can be written 
in the following form 

·OD .. 1D } 
1D-+2D 

·, ' " 
2D ... 3D. 

( 10) 

The point·goes into the straight line, the line goes into the 
surface, a6d the surface is transfromed into the 3D manifold . 
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Fig.2. The formation of image 
of a point by means of circular 
conical ·axicon Ak: P0 - one of 
the points in the object space, 
PH - the part of optical axis 
where the mesooptical image of 
the point P 0 is situated. The 
mean focal length of axicon is 
the· function of angle 8. 

The typical example of mesooptical imaging system is an 

axicon 161 with conical surfaces (Fig.2). Any point situated 

in the object space on the optical axis of axicon is transfor

med by axicon into the straight line of length L. The essential 

feature of axicon is that magnitude of L can assume practical

ly any value in contrast to the classical imaging system 

where L=O in all cases in the geometrical optics approximation 

and in the neglecting the aberrations of lens. The circular 

axicon is used not only in optics but also in .acoustoscopy 11;: 

The diffraction of light in.mesooptical system induces 
local spreading of ·every point in the transformed manifold. For 

example the extremities of finite straight line L are spread 

over the L1z and the transformed line goes into the figure of 

rotation, the transversal dimensions of which are equal by the 

order. of magnitude to L1x and L1y from (6). 

The second example of mesooptical system is circular diffrac

tion grating 161 (Fig.3). The position and the magnitude of 

length L of straight line depends on the wave length A 
on the period of grating "a" and on the external and internal 

diameters D 1 and D2 of the circular diaphragm situated in 
the plane of circular diffraction grating. 

The drawback of axicon and other axis symmetric mesooptical 

imaging system is th~t due to sivere aberrations of light in 

axicon the angular field of view is very small. Th~refore such 

systems can be used only as a scanning imaging devices with 

detector of small dimensions on the optical axis. In contrast to 

this the concentrical mesooptical objectives have no restric

tions on angular field of view. It will be recalled that concen

trical is called the optical system consisting from spherical 

surfaces with common center of curvature 181.According to funda

mental theorem of geometrical optics /9/ the concentrical objec

tive, the example of which is shown in Fig.4, can contain only 

·three or more spherical concentrical surfaces and cannot con

tain one or two spherical surfaces. 
The situation in mesooptics is different. The mesooptical 

concentrical objective can contain only one or two spherical 

surfaces. The ray tracing in the simplest mes6optical objective 
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Fig.3. The formation of image 
of a point by means of circular 
diffraction grating in the 
first order diffraction of mo
nochromatic light with wave 
length A. 
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Fig.4. The cross section of 
concentrical objective with 
four spherical concentrical 
surfaces 181 

with only one spherical surface and with absorbing kern is shown 

in Fig.S. The classical concentrical objective which has been 

invented by Sutton in 1859 fails to find wide practical appli

cation due to its principally noncancelled drawback - the lo

cus of imaging of point situated at equal length from the 

center of concentrical objective is forming a manifold situated 

on the spherical surface and cannot be detected on plane photo

film. In the case of mesooptical ·concentrical objective the 

image of high spatial resolution is filling the image space 

over high depth and therefore can be detected on plane film 

without using any diaphragm. 
The drawback of any mesooptical concentrical objective is 

that it gives the image of low luminosity and low contrast. 

Therefore_it can be usefully applied only for points or point

l~ke objects. The chain of bubbles or streamers along the path 

of charge particle in the track chambers belongs to this 

class of objects. 

I !l 

Fig.S. The simplest mesooptical 
concentrical objective with 
one spherical surface and ab
sorbing spherical kern: P0 

P, 
a point in the object space I, 
Pw - its mesooptical image in 
the image space II, n1 ~the 
refraction index of the surroun-
dings, n 2 - the refraction in

dex of spherical layer of external radius R1 and internal ra

dius ~·The tracing of extreme rays is shown. 
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4. MESOOPTICS IN THE BUBBLE CHAMBER OF VERTEX DETECTOR 

Let the registered event in the bubble chamber of vertex 
detector is detected, by means of pulse holography 1 ~·4/. On ' 

!
he stage of reconstruction the virtual bubble image is obser

ved and is scanned with mesooptical objective according to the 
cheme shown in Fig.6. Two or more central projections of 3D 

~mage of tracks on the planes perpendicular to directions of 
rojection are formed. 2D projections are read out by traditional 

devices and processed by the algorithms which are. now used in 
the processing of stereo imaging in modern track chambers. The 
scanning depth L of mesooptical objective can be chosen either 
equal to total depth of chamber H or, if the track density on 
the hologram is very high, the scanning· depth is diminished 
untill the reasonable observation condition is reached. 

The informgtion gathered on small area of photoplate by 
means of mesooptical objective represents the sum oJ intensity 
of object elements which are laying 'inside the conical tube 
of average diameter· Ax and of length L. The analogous summing 
along. the ray of transmitting radiation is a'ccomplished in re
construct-ed tomography with X-ray 110/ or with ultrasound 1111 • 

The ,principal difference of mesooptics froln reconst-ructed to-· 
mography is that the ray in mesooptics can be formed on fihite 
length the value of which and its positioning in the object 
space can. be·varied by means of varying the parameters of 
mesqoptical 'system. In the·case of circular diffraction grating 
this aim is attained by varying the· wave lehgth of light and 
by changing the circular diaphragms. 

H 

Fig.6. The mesoppticiil system 
of producing and detecting of 

L one of central projections of 
the virtual image of tracks 
reconstructed from hologram 
by means of concentrical meso
optical objective: on - the il-
luminating beam of coherent 
light, H - hologram,• PM -
virtual reconsfructe'd image 
of one of bubbles, Az - the 
depth of sharpness of mesoop

tical objective~ L - the length of straight line, the part of 
which' i:; the transformed -v>irtual ·image of 'the bubble·, <lln -
photofilm. The tracing of rays shown· in figure corresponds to 
formation of only on~ of two or more central projections. 
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5. MESOOPTICS ,IN NATURE 

The typical example of mesooptics 
tional lens/12,181. The rays of light 
rameter p in the vicinity of star is 

in nature is the gravita
going at the impact pa
deflected at the angle 

¢(p)' 4GM 
( 11) 

c2p 

where 0 is the gravitat'ional constant1141• We suppose that the 
gravitational radius of the nearest star 

r = 20M 
g c2 (I 2) 

is small relative to its geometrical radius R 11~1 The smallest 
focal length of this natural mesooptical system is equal to 

fmin(R, M) ;;; _R_. 
¢(R) 

(13) 

The observer situated on the straight line which connects the 
centers of two stars at distance r > f min (R, M) from the 
nearest star will see the far star in the form of ring around 
the nearest star with center coinciding with the center of the 
'nearest star 112~ The gravitational lens (mes~}ens) produced 
by far galaxy has been discovered indeed 11 

. 

The author is grateful to A.F.Pisarev and Ya.A.Smorodinsky 
for useful discussions. 
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CopoKo n.H. At-82-642 
OnTHKa, ronorpa~n H Me3oonTHKa 
8 ny3WPbKOOOH KaMepe aepwHHHOrO AeTeKTOpa 

noKa3aHO, ~TO npoGncMa C~eMa H~PMa~HH, B03HHKWaR npH C03AaHHH 
ny3WpbKOBOH KaMepW eepWHHHOrO AeTCKTOpa C BWCOKHM npoCTpaHCT8eHHWM pa3pe
weHHeM, MOmeT 6WTb peweHa npH nOM~H 3neMeHTOB Me300nTHKH, npo8eACH aHanH3 
B03MO*tlOCTeH KnaCCH~BCKOH H30Gpa•a~eH OnTHKH H ronorpa~~eCKHX CHCTeM 
B TeXHHKe ny3WpbKOBUX KaMep. PaCCMOTpeHW THnH~HWe npHMepw Me300nTH~CCKHX 
H306pama~HX CHCTBM. 00HCaHa CXCMa npHMeHeHHR Me300nTHKH 8 CHCTeMe C~eMa 
HH~PM91IHH C ronorpaMM, perHCTpHpyeMWX B ny3WpbKOBOH KaMepe aepwHHHOrO Ae
TeKTOpa C BWCOKHM OpOCTpaHCTBeHHWM pa3peweHHeM. 0TMe~eHO, 4TO rpaBHTa~HOH
HaR nHH3a /MB30nHH3a/ RBnReTCR THOH~HOH Me3000TH4eCKOH CHCTeMOH. 

Pa6oTa awnonHeHa 8 na6opaTOpHH RAepHWx npo6neM OKRM. 

C~eHMe 06~AHHeHHOro MHCTHTyTa RAepHWx HCCnQAoaaHHH. AY6Ha 1982 

Soroko L.H. 01-82-642 
Optics, Holography and Hesooptlcs 
In Bubble Chamber of Vertex Detector 

It Is shown that data acquisition problem In bubble chamber of vertex 
detector of high spatial resolution c~n be solved by Introducing the meso
optical elements. There are treated the limitations of classical Imaging op
tics and the new scopes of holographic systems In bubble chamber technique. 
The typical examples of mesooptlcal Imaging systems are presented. The ap
plication of mesooptlcs In the system of scanning of holograms in bubble 
chamber of vertex detector of high spatial resolution Is descrlbed.The gra
vitational lens (mesolens) can be considered as a typical mesooptlcal 
system. 

The Investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Nuclear 
Problems, JINR. 
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